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Keppra and adderall interactions
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. 495 medications are known to interact with Keppra. Includes albuterol, aspirin, Ativan
(lorazepam).Common Questions and Answers about Keppra and adderall. By taking a
combination of the two medicines, I lost 22 pounds the first month, 10 pounds the . Jan 8, 2013 .
I've been taking Adderall for 2 months now topping off at 60 mg a day. I notice. I also have
ADHD and am currently on Keppra and Vimpat.Taking Adderall and Keppra? Read posts from
other patients taking Adderall and Keppra together.Has anyone had good results mixing
Keppra and Adderall? I have been taking Adderall for about 4 years now for ADD. Starting
using it in . When you are taking any kind of drug combination, please do not rely on hear- say.. .
Is it safe to mix keppra with Oxycodone and 800 mg. of ibuprofen?Find patient medical
information for Keppra oral on WebMD including its uses, side effects and safety, interactions,
pictures, warnings and user ratings.Ensure your prescriptions are safe and accurate with MPR's
drug interaction checker.Adderall No known or reported drug-nutrient interactions in the
scientific literature .. .. Keppra AVOID high doses of folic acid (above 2,000mcg/day), vitamin
B6 . Doctors give trusted answers on uses, effects, side-effects, and cautions: Dr. Jacobs on
keppra xr 500 mg: There are no listed adverse interactions between .
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